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disorienting dilemma (Hunter 95, adapted from Mezirow, Transformative).
When we meet
people(Hunter
from a different
culture,
are alsoTransformative).
confronted with
disorienting
dilemma
95, adapted
fromwe
Mezirow,
“the hidden
assumptions”
of aa “person’s
worldview”
(Shaules
90–91). Milton
When
we meet
people from
different culture,
we are
also confronted
with
Bennett
(“Development”
has 90–91).
conceptualized
“the
hidden
assumptions”and
of a“Towards
“person’sEthnorelativism”)
worldview” (Shaules
Milton
a phenomenological
model
describes
a “successfulhas
learning
outcome
Bennett
(“Development”
and that
“Towards
Ethnorelativism”)
conceptualized
terms of how a traveler’s
worldview
is modifi
ed by coming
intooutcome
contact
ainphenomenological
model that
describes
a “successful
learning
with
other
(Shaules
91). Bennett’s
Developmental
Model
of
in
terms
of worldviews”
how a traveler’s
worldview
is modified
by coming into
contact
Intercultural
Sensitivity (DMIS)
a seriesDevelopmental
of stages that learners
with
other worldviews”
(Shaulesdescribes
91). Bennett’s
Model go
of
through as their
own worldview
is adjusted
after coming
with
Intercultural
Sensitivity
(DMIS) describes
a series
of stagesinto
thatcontact
learners
go
new phenomena
(Milton
Bennett,is “Development”
and “Towards
Ethnorethrough
as their own
worldview
adjusted after coming
into contact
with
lativism”).
The six
stages Bennett,
of Bennett’s
intercultural and
sensitivity
model
move
new
phenomena
(Milton
“Development”
“Towards
Ethnorefrom ethnocentric
ethnorelative:
denial,
defense,sensitivity
minimization,
lativism”).
The six to
stages
of Bennett’s
intercultural
modelaccepmove
tance,ethnocentric
adaptation, and
integration. Milton
Bennett
and minimization,
colleagues (Hammer,
from
to ethnorelative:
denial,
defense,
accepBennett
and Wiseman)
expanded on
this approach
to create
a psychometric
tance,
adaptation,
and integration.
Milton
Bennett and
colleagues
(Hammer,
instrument,
Intercultural
Development
Inventoryto(IDI),
which
attempts to
Bennett
andthe
Wiseman)
expanded
on this approach
create
a psychometric
measure thethe
level
of intercultural
sensitivityInventory
of a particular
Robert
instrument,
Intercultural
Development
(IDI),individual.
which attempts
to
Selby discusses
the
process ofofinternational
terms
measure
the level
oftransformation
intercultural sensitivity
a particular education
individual.inRobert
of individual
development
and a questioning
of one’s own
core values
and
Selby
discusses
the transformation
process of international
education
in terms
identity,
whiledevelopment
Byram uses and
the term
le regard croisé
(66).
of
individual
a questioning
of one’s
own core values and
identity, while Byram uses the term le regard croisé (66).
INCORPORATING TRANSFORMATION INTO INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
IIn
NCORPORATING
TRANSFORMATION
INTO Ito
NTERNATIONAL
DUCATION
our business school
we prepare students
become globalEcitizens
who
canour
better
interact
with we
the prepare
rest of the
world.toHunter
suggests
different
In
business
school
students
become
global four
citizens
who
philosophical
orientations
learning
she believes
should
can
better interact
with thetoward
rest of student
the world.
Hunterthat
suggests
four different
be included inorientations
pedagogy to
ensurestudent
the highest
potential
transformative
philosophical
toward
learning
that sheofbelieves
should
development:
cognitivism,
andofconstructivism.
be
included in humanism,
pedagogy tobehaviorism,
ensure the highest
potential
transformative
Out of these four
models, constructivism
the most relevant
for our present
development:
humanism,
behaviorism, is
cognitivism,
and constructivism.
purpose.
In the
theory
of constructivism,
is an
activefor
social
Out
of these
four
models,
constructivism learning
is the most
relevant
our process
present
by whichInindividuals
meaning learning
from their
experiences
(105).
purpose.
the theoryconstruct
of constructivism,
is own
an active
social process
As which
students
incorporate
their new
experiences
intoown
theirexperiences
existing internal
by
individuals
construct
meaning
from their
(105).
representations,
learning will
the way students
viewexisting
the world.
Selby
As
students incorporate
theirreframe
new experiences
into their
internal
contrasts didacticlearning
instruction
experiential
learningview
that “tends
to ground
representations,
will with
reframe
the way students
the world.
Selby
one’s perspective
somewherewith
elseexperiential
and providelearning
externalthat
feedback,
contrasts
didactic instruction
“tends toenabling
ground
one toperspective
see things, even
oneself,else
through
the eyesexternal
of others”
(4). Experiential
one’s
somewhere
and provide
feedback,
enabling
learning
a continuous
cycle grounded
It is a(4).
holistic
process
one
to seeis things,
even oneself,
through in
theexperience.
eyes of others”
Experiential
in whichisone
adapts to new
and worldviews.
a concrete
learning
a continuous
cycleenvironments
grounded in experience.
It is aWith
holistic
process
experience
as adapts
the starting
individuals
move
through different
phases
in
which one
to newpoint,
environments
and
worldviews.
With a concrete
in which they
and point,
reflect,individuals
form generalized
concepts,
and testphases
these
experience
as observe
the starting
move through
different
concepts
in new
situations
(Kolb).
in
which they
observe
and refl
ect, form generalized concepts, and test these
concepts in new situations (Kolb).
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Hunter suggests three components to include in educational curricula
to help
prepare
students
transformative
learning:
reflection,
disHunter
suggests
threeforcomponents
to include
in critical
educational
curricula
course,
and action
(98). She
distinguishes between
three
typesrefl
ofection,
reflection:
to help prepare
students
for transformative
learning:
critical
dis“content
reflaction
ection”(98).
refers
rememberingbetween
the details
ortypes
the chronology
of
course, and
Shetodistinguishes
three
of reflection:
an
experience,
whilerefers
“process
reflection” concentrates
solving
a problem
“content
reflection”
to remembering
the details on
or the
chronology
of
or
feelings
emotions.
typeconcentrates
of reflectionon
that
is the most
critian handling
experience,
whileor
“process
reflThe
ection”
solving
a problem
cal
for transformation
is “premise
refltype
ection”
(98).
Inspired
or handling
feelings or emotions.
The
of refl
ection
that is by
the Mezirow’s
most criti(Transformative)
theories,
she argues
that “[p]remise
reflection
requires
cal for transformation
is “premise
reflection”
(98). Inspired
by Mezirow’s
learners
to evaluate
and explore
their long-standing,
culturally
constructed
(Transformative)
theories,
she argues
that “[p]remise
reflection
requires
attitudes,
andand
beliefs
in the
facelong-standing,
of new and unfamiliar
learners tovalues,
evaluate
explore
their
culturallyexperiences”
constructed
(98–99).
second
transformative
growth,
enables
attitudes,Discourse,
values, andthe
beliefs
in component
the face of of
new
and unfamiliar
experiences”
students
engage inthe
a specifi
type of critical
dialogue involving
discussion
(98–99). to
Discourse,
secondc component
of transformative
growth,
enables
about
thetoworld
around
them in
“a nonjudgmental
way”involving
(99). Finally,
within
students
engage
in a specifi
c type
of critical dialogue
discussion
the
action
component
transformative
learning, way”
Hunter
elaborates
on the
about
the world
aroundofthem
in “a nonjudgmental
(99).
Finally, within
concepts
conscientization,
or consciousness-raising
proposed
in 1970
by
the actionofcomponent
of transformative
learning, Hunter
elaborates
on the
Brazilian
educator
Paulo Freire.
argues that “transformation
as
concepts of
conscientization,
orHunter
consciousness-raising
proposed inoccurs
1970 by
learners
in an Freire.
ongoingHunter
cycle argues
of reflecting,
acting on one’soccurs
insights
Brazilianparticipate
educator Paulo
that “transformation
as
from
reflparticipate
ection, thenincritically
reflcycle
ectingofagain
on that
action”
(99–100).
learners
an ongoing
reflecting,
acting
on one’s
insights
from reflection, then critically reflecting again on that action” (99–100).
APPLICATIONS TO ENHANCE GROWTH AND TRANSFORMATION IN
IANTERNATIONAL
PPLICATIONS TOEDUCATION
ENHANCE GROWTH AND TRANSFORMATION IN
INTERNATIONAL
Several
approachesEDUCATION
have been suggested to help students reflect upon their
experiential
learninghave
abroad
Tool, andrefl
Hess’s
“ActionSeveral approaches
been(Deardorff’s
suggested toOSEE
help students
ect upon
their
Refl
ection-Response”
pathway
using Kolb’s
findings).
Given
the “Actionresearch
experiential
learning abroad
(Deardorff’s
OSEE
Tool, and
Hess’s
fi
ndings
on learning from
experience,
and more
particularly,
from
Refl
ection-Response”
pathway
using Kolb’s
findings).
Givenlearning
the research
international
experience,
have introduced
pedagogical learning
tool to assist
findings on learning
from we
experience,
and morea particularly,
from
students
in their
learning,weThis
based on Janet
Bennett’stool
DIEtomodel
international
experience,
haveisintroduced
a pedagogical
assist
(Bennett,
Bennett,
and Stillings),
a structured
to
students in
their learning,
This iswhich
basedprovides
on Janet
Bennett’s approach
DIE model
learning
experience.
The DIEwhich
(Description-Interpretation-Evaluation)
(Bennett,from
Bennett,
and Stillings),
provides a structured approach to
process
first a description
an event in an objective way, followed
learninginvolves
from experience.
The DIEof(Description-Interpretation-Evaluation)
by
an interpretation
possible of
reasons
for in
theannew
experiences
students
process
involves firstofa the
description
an event
objective
way, followed
encounter.
They areofthen
expectedreasons
to makefora the
personal
evaluation students
of their
by an interpretation
the possible
new experiences
reactions
the various
cultural
differences
a cognitive,
affective,
and
encounter.toThey
are then
expected
to makefrom
a personal
evaluation
of their
behavioral
reactions toperspective.
the various cultural differences from a cognitive, affective, and
behavioral perspective.
STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES IN THEIR INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
STUDENT
LEARNING
OBJECTIVES
IN Tstudents
HEIR INTERNATIONAL
EXPERIENCE
We
have set
several objectives
for our
in their international
experience.
On set
theseveral
cognitive
level, they
about new
cultures,
new ideas,
new
We have
objectives
for learn
our students
in their
international
experimanagement
new
ways
of about
learning.
the affective
level, they
ence. On the practices,
cognitive and
level,
they
learn
newOn
cultures,
new ideas,
new
management practices, and new ways of learning. On the affective level, they
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develop their intercultural managerial skills to enable them to transcend borders andtheir
face intercultural
the challenges
of global business.
They are
given
opportunities
develop
managerial
skills to enable
them
to transcend
borto enhance
and
skills
asbusiness.
flexibility,
adaptability,
empathy.
ders
and face
theimprove
challenges
of such
global
They
are given and
opportunities
Through
thisand
international
experience,
undergo
considerable
personal
to
enhance
improve skills
such asstudents
flexibility,
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they improve
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Through
this international
experience,
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communication,
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people
of diverse
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Onteamwork
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improvewith
their
competence
in
backgrounds. They
also improve
their language
fluency,with
which
is an of
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communication,
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building,
and interacting
people
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objective since
languages
are antheir
integral
part of
the business
at the
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They
also improve
language
fluency,
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above in the
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Grandes
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just happen:
it needs
structuring.
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in the
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study
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an structuring.
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call an require
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report—in
not
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it needs
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therefore
all students
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Frenchabroad
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In
some
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the
human
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departments
ask
newly
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write a resource
report after
their first departments
few weeks atask
work.
In
In
some companies,
management
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this way top
management
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the newcomer
a fresh
perspective
recruited
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to write
a report
after theirtofiget
rst few
weeks
at work. on
In
how way
the company
is operating.
enableperspective
the insideron
to
this
top management
usesThe
the outsider’s
newcomerview
to getcan
a fresh
see things
differently.
More importantly,
the company
management
also aims
how
the company
is operating.
The outsider’s
view can
enable the insider
to
to develop
the employee’s
and the
capacity
to bemanagement
surprised. Successful
see
things differently.
Morecuriosity
importantly,
company
also aims
companies
build
on a culture
of continuous
improvement
whereSuccessful
quality is
to
develop the
employee’s
curiosity
and capacity
to be surprised.
not a goal, but
a process
(Goldratt
and Cox). improvement where quality is
companies
build
on a culture
of continuous
and(Goldratt
1980s, the
Japanese
notDuring
a goal, the
but 1970s
a process
and
Cox). used a similar tool when they
sentDuring
their executives
out 1980s,
to explore
new markets.
the 1970s and
the Japanese
used aThese
similarexpatriates
tool whenwere
they
told to
collect
information
different,
exciting,
andThese
unusual
aspects ofwere
the
sent
their
executives
out toonexplore
new
markets.
expatriates
new to
culture
where
they were
They
were required
to write
a report
on
told
collect
information
onliving.
different,
exciting,
and unusual
aspects
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everything
hadthey
surprised
them during
theirrequired
stay abroad.
Thea report
resulting
new
culturethat
where
were living.
They were
to write
on
astonishment
reports
helped companies
prepare
for resulting
entering
everything
that
had surprised
them during
their their
stay strategies
abroad. The
new markets. Through
this process
of observation
andstrategies
reflection,for
companies
astonishment
reports helped
companies
prepare their
entering
developed
new
products
and
new services
for markets
that
they recognized
new
markets.
Through
this
process
of observation
and refl
ection,
companies
as very different
from their
developed
new products
andhome
new environment.
services for markets that they recognized
At our
university,
decided
use the astonishment report format and
as very
different
fromwe
their
home to
environment.
the At
DIE
forwe
ourdecided
studentstoasuse
part
the academicreport
requirements
of
ourapproach
university,
theofastonishment
format and
theirDIE
study
or workfor
abroad.
This assignment
hasthe
turned
out torequirements
be a very useful
the
approach
our students
as part of
academic
of
exercise
to or
encourage
students
move fromhas
theturned
cognitive
observing
their
study
work abroad.
Thistoassignment
out stage
to be aofvery
useful
and recognizing
new phenomena
in their
hostthe
environment
towards
a deeper
exercise
to encourage
students to move
from
cognitive stage
of observing
reflection
on theirnew
experience.
Before
going
students
are given
clear
and
recognizing
phenomena
in their
hostabroad,
environment
towards
a deeper
reflection on their experience. Before going abroad, students are given clear
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instructions on what is expected in an astonishment report. They must provide
personalonrefl
ection
on any aspect
their experience
that
has must
provoked
instructions
what
is expected
in an of
astonishment
report.
They
prosurprise.
In order
to avoid
purely
descriptive
account with
personal
vide personal
reflection
on aany
aspect
of their experience
that little
has provoked
analysis,
students
must
write
and submit
early account
in their stay
a short
surprise. In
order to
avoid
a purely
descriptive
withabroad
little personal
practical
of one
two pages.
This early
mini-guide
deals
with
analysis, guide
students
mustorwrite
and submit
in their
stayessentially
abroad a short
practical guide
information
future
students
to improve deals
their essentially
integration with
into
of one for
or two
pages.
This mini-guide
daily
life information
in the foreignfor
environment.
It includes
advicetheir
suchintegration
as adapting
to
practical
future students
to improve
into
campus
dealing
with
academic issues,
finding
housing,
openingtoa
daily lifelife,
in the
foreign
environment.
It includes
advice
such and
as adapting
bank
account.
In contrast
the mini-guide,
astonishment
needs toa
campus
life, dealing
withtoacademic
issues, the
finding
housing, report
and opening
be
approximately
2,500 toto
3,000
words in length,
although quality
is preferred
bank
account. In contrast
the mini-guide,
the astonishment
report
needs to
to
The report
be words
writtenininlength,
the language
the host
country
be quantity.
approximately
2,500 must
to 3,000
althoughof
quality
is preferred
or
in the language
in which
delivered.
Students
are required
to quantity.
The report
mustthe
be courses
written are
in the
language
of the host
country
to
the latter
part of
international
experience
before
handing
or wait
in theuntil
language
in which
thetheir
courses
are delivered.
Students
are required
in
report,
thenofgraded
at the home institution.
are
to their
wait until
thewhich
latterispart
their international
experience Evaluations
before handing
based
content
and is
form,
academic
earned toward
their final
in theironreport,
which
thenand
graded
at the credit
home is
institution.
Evaluations
are
degree.
order toand
harmonize
theacademic
academiccredit
assessments,
have developed
based onIncontent
form, and
is earnedwe
toward
their final
adegree.
detailed
of to
rubrics
for thethe
astonishment
report (see Appendix
1), which
In list
order
harmonize
academic assessments,
we have developed
are
distributed
the students
they go report
abroad.
In Appendix
this way, we
a detailed
list oftorubrics
for thebefore
astonishment
(see
1), ensure
which
that
our expectations
are clear.before
The assessment
criteria
reflect
are distributed
to the students
they go abroad.
In this
way,the
werequireensure
ments
each gradeare
in clear.
terms The
of language,
intercultural
and
that ourforexpectations
assessment
criteria reflawareness,
ect the requirepersonal
ments foranalysis.
each grade in terms of language, intercultural awareness, and
personal analysis.
LEARNING OUTCOMES
L
EARNING
OUTCOMES
The
astonishment
report is intended to provoke curiosity. Students are rewarded
for being inquisitive
and for reacting
to their
environment.
The astonishment
report is intended
to provoke
curiosity.
StudentsThrough
are retheir
descriptions
and observations
develop
a keen
eye for distinctive
warded
for being inquisitive
and for they
reacting
to their
environment.
Through
features
and customs
the host country,
since weado
noteye
wantforour
students
their descriptions
andinobservations
they develop
keen
distinctive
to
be satisfi
with superfi
face-value
Therefore,
we
features
anded
customs
in thecial
hostand
country,
since observations.
we do not want
our students
ask
toed
question
their cial
observations
and doobservations.
further research.
They are
to bethem
satisfi
with superfi
and face-value
Therefore,
we
encouraged
interacttheir
withobservations
the local population
and tryresearch.
to understand
ask them to to
question
and do further
They the
are
phenomena
observe.
This
helps
them to integrate
into
the local culencouraged they
to interact
with
thealso
local
population
and try to
understand
the
ture.
Marjorie
Gerber
has developed
a model
that
es into
the links
between
phenomena
they
observe.
This also helps
them
to identifi
integrate
the local
culinitial
isolation,
interaction,
and integration.
canesovercome
some of
ture. Marjorie
Gerber
has developed
a model Students
that identifi
the links between
their
of interaction,
isolation by and
meeting
and interacting
local people
while
initialfeelings
isolation,
integration.
Studentswith
can overcome
some
of
undertaking
for their
astonishment
report. with local people while
their feelingsresearch
of isolation
by meeting
and interacting
Students also
develop
a deeper
awarenessreport.
of their own experience as they
undertaking
research
for their
astonishment
work
on their
report.
They
gain better
understanding
of the
new culture
in
Students
also
develop
a deeper
awareness
of their own
experience
as they
which
they
arereport.
studying.
work on
their
They gain better understanding of the new culture in
which they are studying.
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These sample quotes show that we are beginning to achieve one of our main
objectives:
to help
students
transform
learning
develop
These sample
quotes
show that
we are experience
beginning tointo
achieve
oneand
of our
main
aobjectives:
new behavior
toward
“otherness.”
to help
students
transform experience into learning and develop
a new behavior toward “otherness.”
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By
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the overall
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value
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theirprocess.
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ment
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thisduring
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become
better
integrated
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are required
to
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their entire
stay at
the host
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or in the
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interact
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including
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In this way,
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integrated
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are requiredcoto
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and the
others.
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“I was the ‘black’ person. It was the first time I had been in the position of
being
a minority.
hadbeen
neverinhad
feeling
“I waspart
the of
‘black’
person.While
It wasI was
the fiinrstFrance
time I Ihad
the this
position
of
before;
it had
crossed
my mind.
I really
know
more
myself
being part
of anever
minority.
While
I was Now,
in France
I had
never
hadabout
this feeling
and
the itFrench
culture.”
(student
on study
in South
Africa)
before;
had never
crossed
my mind.
Now, Iabroad
really know
more
about myself
and the French culture.” (student on study abroad in South Africa)
“From an academic point of view, I discovered a more problem-oriented
and
practical
methodpoint
of learning.
From
a social point
of view,
I realized that
“From
an academic
of view,
I discovered
a more
problem-oriented
each
culture had
its assets
and liabilities;
yet I understood
that
a good mix
and practical
method
of learning.
From a social
point of view,
I realized
that
of
allculture
these cultures
could and
enable
us to reach
(student
each
had its assets
liabilities;
yet I something
understoodhigher.”
that a good
mix
on
study
abroad
in Finland)
of all
these
cultures
could enable us to reach something higher.” (student
on study abroad in Finland)

“I think I found a pretty good reason in order to explain why the people
arethink
so cool
and easy
goinggood
in Australia
to people
in France
and
“I
I found
a pretty
reason incompared
order to explain
why
the people
more
in Europe.
People
in Australia
aretoalways
to and
the
are
sogenerally
cool and easy
going in
Australia
compared
peoplelooking
in France
future….”
(student
in an internship
in Australia
Australia)are always looking to the
more
generally
in Europe.
People in
future….” (student in an internship in Australia)

As they reflect on their observations and experience they learn to take a personal
standpoint.
understand their
own culturethey
better
andtointake
thisa way
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reflect on They
their observations
and experience
learn
pertheir
increases.
sonalself-awareness
standpoint. They
understand their own culture better and in this way
their self-awareness increases.

They make a positive attempt to understand and interpret their observations.
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